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 The Government is now operating in accordance with the Caretaker Conventions, pending the outcome of the 2022 federal election. Info on Caretaker Conventions: https://www.pmc.gov.au/caretaker
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2022-23 Annual Report: Print Version (PDF 17MB)
View the print version of the ARENA Annual Report.
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2022-23 Annual Report: Web Version
View the ARENA Annual Report online at the Transparency Portal.
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The role of green hydrogen and ultra-low cost solar in Australia’s superpower vision
This essay is adapted from a speech ARENA CEO Darren Miller gave to the Energy and Climate Ministerial Council in Canberra on Friday 1 March 2024.
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Invest in women’s success: International Women’s Day advice from women in renewables
The UN’s theme for International Women’s Day 2024 theme showcases the vital importance of investing in women to make progress. 
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Dispatch from Dubai: Experts weigh in on the role of innovation
“We’ve got to unlock our renewable energy force. It’s a beast we can awaken.” 
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     About ARENAWe support the global transition to net zero emissions by accelerating the pace of pre-commercial innovation, to the benefit of Australian consumers, businesses and workers. Read more about us 

 Knowledge SharingWe present knowledge sharing from experts in energy technology, innovation and business.
Stay up to date with this valuable knowledge by following us on social, or by signing up to ARENAWIRE or the ARENA Insights newsletter.
 Follow us	facebook
	twitter
	youtube
	linkedin




 Sign up for ARENAWIREGet the latest in energy innovation straight to your inbox
 Email *
  Email required.

 First name *
  First name required.

 Last name *
  Last name required.

 State or territory *
 
Victoria
New South Wales
Queensland
South Australia
Western Australia
Northern Territory
Tasmania
Australian Capital Territory
International

 State or territory required.

This site is protected by reCAPTCHA. Google's Privacy Policy and Terms of Service apply.
    check box label 
 I agree to ARENA's privacy policy terms Please agree to the privacy policy terms.
 
  




ARENA acknowledges the traditional custodians of Country across Australia and their continuing connection to land, sea and community.
We pay our respects to elders past and present.
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